The race for a vaccine: how Trump's 'America First' approach slows the global search

At the Center for Vaccine Research at the University of Pittsburgh, a team led by director Paul Duprex is genetically grafting coronavirus spike...

Source  The Guardian Online - May 12, 2020

Teens won't stop posting racist videos and challenges on TikTok. Experts explain why the problem continues.

...racial posts. Melissa Nance, a Psychiatry researcher at the University of Pittsburgh, explained that pre-teens and teenagers’ may...

Source  INSIDER - May 11, 2020

Sweat Equity: Julius Boatwright thinks it's time for everyone to prioritize mental health
...his former roommate and best friend from their days at the *University of Pittsburgh* died by suicide, it catalyzed something for him. He...

Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 11, 2020

**Organ transplants dive amid virus crisis, start to inch back**

"That equation changes depending on what area of the country you're in," agreed Dr. Abhinav Humar, transplant chief at the University of Pittsburgh...

Source  Associated Press - May 11, 2020

**Media coverage has blown anti-lockdown protests out of proportion**

Lara Putnam is a UCIS Research Professor and chair of the Department of History at the University of Pittsburgh.

Source  Vox Online - May 10, 2020

**Doctors are unsure which Covid-19 patients should get remdesivir**

...ironclad. It's based partially on what researchers have seen in other *viral* diseases, and partially on anecdotes from clinicians...

Source  STAT - May 12, 2020